










party of men and women united for the preservation of private enterprise

and the right to earn a living.” “The Democratic party is composed of

practical idealists who are working for a better America--a land of peace,

prosperity, and security. ” The words used in the sentences just quoted are

designed to make the reader feel good and convince him to accept the idea

which the words so agreeably envelop.

There are other methods by which words can be used to condemn or

approve without reference to evidence or logic, but the two methods

discussed are very common and their unfairness. can be so easily seen. So

many people are ready, even eager, to condemn an individual or party or

philosophy just by relying on a word alone, without knowing what it

means, or with only a vague idea of its meaning, or with a positively wrong

idea of its meaning. Take the word Communist , for instance, what does it

mean to a listener? Plainly it has some strong and unpleasant connotation,

but if he were asked to explain why he has such a disagreeable reaction

against the word, he might have only the vaguest idea of what Communist

stands for. So if he condemns a man he does not even knows only because

someone says that man is a Communist, he is being unthinking and unjust.

In the case of the glittering generality, the danger lies in the

vagueness of the words used which may arouse different emotions and

prejudices in different listeners. The same words or phrases can please

anyone so long as they remain undefined . The simple test to apply to such

agreeable word or phrase is to ask the following questions: What does it

mean to the person who says it? Is the idea as beautiful in practice as it

looks on paper? Would you agree with the idea if you know the specific

things  the speaker proposes to do?

While we were talking about the connotations of words like capitalist

or Communist, we were actually discussing “stereotypes”: that is, mental

images of certain races, nationalities, social classes or professions that are
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based on oversimplification, misunderstanding, and handed-down

prejudices. Thus the mention of a certain group, or one of its members,

automatically arouses in us a ready-made response. By being aware of the

process by which a word can start illogical prejudice, we can help prevent

the spread of ignorance.

Exercise 1 Connotation in Advertising

A. How informative is the use of language in this advertisement?

What are the good points of this soap? What group of, people would be

attracted by this soap? Would you buy this brand of soap after you have

read this advertisement? Give your reasons.

Our famous Hard Water Soap is carefully compounded to

the original formula brought from France more than fifty years

ago by John Wanamaker. It combines premium fats and coconut

oil with nourishing buttermilk, and is pure enough for a baby’s

tender skin. It is economical because it is hard milled, and usable

right down to the last sliver. It gives a rich, creamy lather in

either hard or soft water.

B. The following coined terms are trademarks used in advertising

campaigns. Point out the connotative value in each.
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Are you the type that likes to breeze along the open road

on a bright summer day with nothing above between you and the

blue? Do you like the sound of ram against a snug fabric top? If

so, the Chevrolet Convertible is for you!  No question about it. For

here’s a car that’s as young in spirit as you are--and looks it!

Even the smart all-vinyl interior is made to live outdoors.

But maybe you like a car that can carry anything from

small fry to outboard motors with equal ease. That would be the

“Two-Ten” Handyman Station Wagon (one of five Chevrolet

wagons). Here’s one car that’s so versatile it practically makes

you a two-car family ail  by itself. So low it sets a new height of

fashion for station wagons! Practical? If the kids track sand

inside, you can wash it out in a jiffy.

On the other hand, if you go for hardtops--and Hke’em

long, low and dashing--the Be1  Air Sport Coupe is just your dish.

It’s a “show car” from the word go!

Exercise 2 Connotation in Political Persuasion

Read the following lines and answer the questions below.

My fellow citizens, strange as the words may sound

coming from one which has no greater pride than that which

springs from his life-long devotion to the ideals of the

Democratic party, in a way it has been a blessing in disguise for

us to be out of office. Now the country has had a bitter but eye-
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